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A boat without a keel is like a plane 
without wings

Yacht clubs face 
uncertain future 
after lock-down

Yachtsmen told: ‘No 
more subsidised fuel’

Many UK yacht clubs have closed their doors to 
members and visitors alike following the spread 
of COVID-19.

There are fears in some more isolated 
communities that not all clubs will survive the 
pandemic because of the loss of revenue they 
face.

One source told Kraken News, ‘Cowes on the 
Isle of Wight is particularly vulnerable. The 
town has several yacht clubs and we fear that at 
the end of this not all will have survived.’

Already clubs are gearing up to beat the down-
turn if and when it comes. The RAF YC in 
Hamble, 

SAILING NEWS

Chancellor of the Exchequer, Rishi Sunak 
has delivered his first Budget setting out the 
Government’s fiscal priorities which include 
ending subsidised red diesel for yachtsmen.

Much to the ‘disappointment‘ of the British 
Marine Federation, the Chancellor announced 
that the subsidy on red diesel would be 
removed. It is believed the subsidy will stand or 
another two years, however.

Commenting on the Budget, Lesley Robinson, 
CEO of the BMF, said: ‘It is particularly 
disappointing to see the subsidy on red diesel 
being removed across some sectors. This 
subsidy is of huge importance to our members 
in the recreational and small commercial 
boating sector which is heavily reliant on the 
use of red diesel.

‘Our latest statistics show that participation in 
boating has increased over the last year and 
the UK’s leisure marine industry is thriving, 
all of which could be at risk if the Chancellor 
goes ahead with this decision and removes the 
subsidy for our sector.’

PHOTO BY: BOB AYLOTT

Matt Sheahan, the well-respected yachting 
journalist and survivor of the 1979 Fastnet 
disaster, which drowned 15 yachtsmen, has hit 
out following the latest keel loss saga.
‘Losing a keel is as unacceptable as wings 
coming off an aircraft yet here we are again 
with another major failure,’ he said.

Matt, lost his father, David, 40 years ago when 
their 30ft Nicholson, half-tonner Grimalkin 
rolled over in Force 10 conditions. Another 
crew member, Gerry Winks also died.
Now, four decades on, the broadcaster, boat 
tester, and technical expert reacted with 
concern over news of the Sydney-Hobart 
Race yacht Showtime’s keel loss and capsize, 
reported in the March issue of Kraken News. 
Writing for Yachting World magazine, Matt 
said: ‘When I read the news of the 40ft racer 
Showtime losing her keel on her return from 
the Sydney Hobart race my heart sank just as it 

did when I read about the Hooligan and Cheeki 
Rafiki tragedies in 2007 and 2014, the Polina 
Star III sinking in 2015 and the capsize of Tyger 
of London in 2017.

‘When keels fall off lives are at risk, surely 
cutting corners on cost is not an option?’
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Kraken staff have been working with structural 
engineers in Turkey on an amazing new 
concept for the masts and rigging of its
cruising yachts.

The prototype of this new rig was undergoing 
tests as Kraken News went to press, but early 
reports suggest it will take the marine industry 
by complete surprise.

The idea was to develop a mast and rigging 
that would bend rather than break when under 
stress and first results appear to show this has 
been achieved with a specially bonded rubber 
mast section.

SAILING NEWS

KRAKEN YACHTS’ ANNOUNCES THE amazing

Rigging 
contracts

Rigging
snaps back 
to normal 
under 35 

knots

Rigging 
stretchesthe mast flexes 

by as much as 4m 
over its length

Learn more in the may 
issue of kraken news

KY chairman, Dick Beaumont said: ‘It’s amazing, 
when the wind suddenly gusts above 35 knots 
the mast flexes by as much as 4m over its 
length, taking on the wind profile, then, when 
the gust has passed, it will simply snap-back 
into upright mode.’

More problematic has been the physical 
requirements of flexible rigging to work with 
the rubber mast but this appears to have been 
overcome using a composite of rubber,
similar to latex.

If the full tests prove successful, the Flexo-Mast 
(Pat. Pending) will revolutionise the future
of sailing.

35kts 0-35kts+
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Slamming 
into Wind. 
Does it 
have to be 
like this?
Flat sections are the 
price of performance

FEATURE
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The first time I became aware that a big boat 
could slam like a dinghy, Dick Durham writes, 
was at the helm of a freshly-launched Beneteau 
Oceanis 423 in the summer of 2004. I had 
taken a bare boat charter from Skye to visit 
the Small Isles and the Outer Hebrides, off the 
West Coast of Scotland. After we left Canna 
the north-westerly wind fell light and so we 
started to motor and that’s when she started 
slamming, thumping the negligible seas with 
disturbing vibrations that echoed through 
the boat. It seemed unnatural and set up an 
anxiety in me that I might cause damage to a 
brand-new cruiser. 

I later learned I wasn’t the only one worried 
about potential damage from slamming. In 
2001, Groupe Finot Naval Architects and the 
School of Engineering Sciences, Ship Science 
of the University of Southampton carried out 
joint research into the ‘effects of slamming on 
offshore yachts.’

They fitted sensors on two Open 60 yachts 
which made delivery trips across the Atlantic 
and also on an Open 50 which made a solo 
crossing of the same ocean.

After extensive and complex analysis, the 
conclusions included: ‘Considerable bending 
and torsional vibrations are initiated by 
slamming.’

The point is that these flying wedges are racing 
boats and many argue that their design and 
construction should not be the dominating 
dimensions for a safe, comfortable, ocean, 
cruising yacht. 

And yet for two decades or more this 
potentially dangerous hybrid has been the 
aspiration of production yacht manufacturers 
chasing speed and increased internal volumes. 

Following the 1979 Fastnet Race disaster which 
left 15 yachtsmen dead, 75 yachts capsized and 
five sunk, improvements to design safety were 
made, but did they go far enough?

In 2004, marking the 25th anniversary of that 
disaster, naval architect Rob Doyle, of the 
Ron Holland design office in Cork, told the 
Irish Times that in spite of a broad sweep of 
improvements being made in terms of harness 
and hatch design, better hull shapes and 
stronger deck gear, the possibility of another 
disaster remained, largely because of a return 
to the dangerous obsession in some quarters 
of putting performance ahead of stability.

In March this year, Rob told Kraken News: 
‘The trouble is these days it’s the boat show 
that’s the bottom line…no-one critiques 
boats anymore, you never hear of a bad boat. 
It’s because the manufacturers are going to 
sponsor something or pay for an advert…the 
industry’s too fluffy. People are being told they 

FEATURE

can sail a 56 -footer solo across the Atlantic, 
yet there are some boats out there now which 
should have never even been launched.’

He said there was too much faith put into 
digital calculus: ‘The computer says “Yes” 
which produces a copy and paste industry 
where one boat is simply scaled up to produce 
another. Now they are wider, fatter hulls with 
greater freeboard because they’re all looking 
for that voluminous interior and because of 
wide, shallow cockpits, all the crew are “on 
top” and not inside the security of the cockpit. 
It’s no longer build me a boat that protects 
me, instead interior fashion is dictating naval 
architecture.’

His design company will put a year’s research 
into a superyacht before even any line drawings 
are produced, but on smaller boats: ‘Nobody 
wants to spend that amount of time, they want 
you to dust off the plans of some floating 
caravan and who cares as long as the royalties 
keep coming in?’

Even the Recreational Craft Directive (RCD) 
a regulatory board with good intentions, has 
been ‘exploited,’ with boats creeping over 
the threshold of Category A by ticking various 
regulatory boxes, Rob added. It has seen 
today’s market swamped with yachts that are 
being sold as cruisers but with hull and cockpit 
designs developed from racing yachts, which 
has now left the unsuspecting boat buyer with 
nowhere else to go.

Several new boat testers I have worked with 
over the years have told me stories about 
bulkhead doors and locker drawers jamming 
after the craft, under test, had gone through 
some slamming upwind.

Many of the household names in seaworthy, 
offshore boats, have or are switching from 
traditional integral keel/skeg-protected rudder, 
long-deadrise and curved stem, to bolt-on 
keels, spade rudders, flat, wetted surface 
‘planing’ sections and plumb bows.

Slamming into Wind.
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In the light of this you have to ask is there a 
potential for GRP strength to deteriorate due 
to the glass matrix breaking down or losing 
strength if micro cracking of the fibres is caused 
by flexing from the continuous slamming that 
some hull forms suffer from when
going upwind? 

I asked naval architect, David Cannell, a 
Fellow of the Yacht Designers and Surveyors 
Association (YDSA), the following question:

‘It would seem that micro-cracking will be 
inevitable if a lightly laid up hull section flexes 
when slamming. I know some production 
yachts twist and vibrate when pushed hard 
to weather and I wonder whether structural 
damage occurs to some extent or other with 
slamming so violent that the whole yacht 
shakes and shudders?’

He replied: ‘In reply to the points made by you, 
yes, I agree, the modern hull form is far more 
prone to slamming, particularly when motoring 
upwind. GRP failure occurs when the fibres 
start losing their hold in the resin. Perhaps it 
is fortunate that most yachts are lightly used, 
otherwise the number of reported failures 
would be very much greater.’

I shared a berth with Atlantic sailor, author, 
and formerly cruising editor of the U.S. Sail 
magazine, Charlie Doane, during his visit to 
the Thames Estuary some years back and part 
of the debate we had appeared in his well-
received cruising guide, The Modern
Cruising Sailboat.

In the 2010-published book Charlie discusses 
the pros and cons of basic section shapes in 
traditional and modern hull build. 

In so doing Charlie puts his finger on the pulse 
of the modern designer:

‘One great advantage of a low-deadrise hull is 
that a flatter bottom helps a boat get on top of 
the water and plane if the boat is light enough 
and conditions are favourable. This and the 
fact that they are generally easier and cheaper 
to build is why low-deadrise hulls are the most 
common type today.’

Chairman of Kraken Yachts, Dick Beaumont, 
said: ‘It is for this exact reason I had my own 
yacht designed and built. The last thing I want 
to face is going on the plane in a tropical 
storm…not to mention the danger of broaching 
and knock-down that such a hull presents.
Who would choose to be out there in a
performance dayboat?!’

Charlie then describes the downside: ‘Another 
characteristic of a flat-bottomed boat with low 
deadrise is that its hull slams against the water 
with great force when sailing to windward in 
choppy water. In rough conditions this creates 
an uncomfortable, abrupt, jarring motion. It 
also makes an awful racket that is unnerving. 
Pounding to windward in severe weather 
aboard boats like this I have often wondered 
how it is their hulls are not smashed into pieces. 
A hull with more deadrise and more wedge-
shaped sections slams much less in heavy 
windward going and is more comfortable.’

Another major disadvantage of such hulls 
is that it is virtually impossible to heave-to 
in them. Heaving-to, when the headsail (s) 
are backed with the helm held to leeward, 
in order to ‘stop’ the boat at sea, is a useful 
cruising practice allowing crews to attend to 
urgent matters, to allow a boat to jog offshore 
awaiting daylight before entering a strange 
port, or simply to take a rest from the
rigours of heavy weather sailing
(see below, Heaving-To).

So much for the flatter sectioned hull, but what 
of the plumb bow, now almost the first choice 
of modern yacht design?

The late naval architect and yacht designer, 
Maurice Griffiths held a firm view.

The former editor of Yachting Monthly, whose 
biography, The Magician of the Swatchways, 
I penned, wrote in his seminal work, Post-War 
Yachting, first published as long ago as 1945:
‘The old-time yacht with straight, plumb stem 
used to plunge deeply, for there was so little 
lift in her bow to check the plunge. “Pile-
driving” or “dropping into the same hole twice” 
was a favourite expression to describe this 
depressing trait.’ Now plumb bows are back in 
vogue again.

FEATURE

The rudder keeps the head 
to wind whilst the boat 
tracks across the waves.

Heaving-TO
Jib backed, main eased, 
rudder tries to turn 
the boat into the wind 
(image description)

YACHT TRACK



As far as hull design and build construction is 
concerned there are five characteristics that 
must be avoided for safe and comfortable 
passage making:

1. A plumb bow which although faster has low 
lift. A raked stem is always preferable (see 
Fig.1). 

2. A round or flat profile in the dead rise area 
of the hull forward of the keel, will always 
cause slamming.  A shallow V- section 
profile will reduce or eliminate slamming 
(see Fig.2). 

3. A wide ‘Delta’ -shaped transom will induce 
the yacht to plane down the front of a wave. 
This is a stress factor to be avoided at all 
costs for short hand crews (see Fig.3). 

4. A narrow short cord length, high-aspect 
keel, induces an exaggerated ‘bouncy’ 
pitching motion. This is a see-saw action 
created in a seaway because the ballast 
weight is poorly distributed along the hull. 
A long keel cord will distribute the ballast 
weight much more evenly and it will also 
promote good directional stability too, so 
the crew or the autopilot doesn’t need to 
make continual steering corrections to keep 
on course (see Fig.4). 

5. A light hull and deck structured does not 
have the impact or puncture strength 
suitable for world cruising. Instead of the 
commonly found 5mm or 6 mm hull lay-up, 
offshore sailors should be looking for a hull 
lay up of 12-16 mm for 50ft yachts and over.
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CONCLUSION

Fig.1

Fig.2

Fig.3

Fig.4

  until 25-30 years 
ago, yachts adhered to 
the safe and seaworthy 
design principals that 
have been learned since 
sailors first set sail.
The sea hasn’t changed.”

FEATURE

A top ocean sailor has vowed never to sail 
offshore again in a production boat again after 
facing a severe gale in a Jeanneau 47.
Mawgan Grace, 45, a former RAF pilot, spoke 
out as boats were preparing for the 58th Rolex 
China Sea Race which sets off from Hong Kong 
this month (April). 

Mawgan, who trains pilots for Cathay Pacific 
airlines, sailed in the 2018 edition of the race 
told Kraken News: ‘We were under storm jib 
and the slamming was horrendous….all the 
cupboards burst open. I shook so much I lost 
a filling. We kept looking at the life-raft and I 
thought if I survive, I will never go offshore in
a production boat again.’

Mawgan, who grew up in Cornwall, England, 
but who now lives in Hong Kong, owns a 2001 
built Amel Super Maramu 53, Adela, which he 
swears by as she has an integral keel and skeg-
protected rudder. He rues the design changes 
the modern Amels have undergone.
‘They have modernised the design of the boats 
and frankly it is not to the true blue water 
sailor’s taste. Now they are like floating blocks 
of flats. The ketch rig has gone and instead 
been replaced with a standard sloop rig and 
the skeg-protected rudders are now twin 
spades, Henri Amel would spin in his grave 
I’m sure’ said Mawgan, who, when he isn’t 
sailing or flying, has raised more than £5,000 
for conservation projects in Africa, by running 
a marathon in Kenya and climbing Mount 
Kilimanjaro in Tanzania.

Up to 498 Amels of Mawgan’s type were made 
before they were phased out and replaced by 
their current Delta shape designs
‘I was told during a visit to the Amel yard that 
a good boat is a boat that sells, but I think 
manufacturers are compromising too much 
in an effort to sell more and more boats…. 
perhaps marketing is based on the fact that so 
few people actually go offshore,’ he added.

The loss, without trace, of the brand new 
Beneteau Oceanis 60, Europa, just three years 
before Mawgan’s race experience, underlined 
his mistrust of production boats. ‘She was 
owned by the experienced offshore sailor and 
yacht broker Robin Wyatt who I knew of,’ said 
Mawgan, ‘she was on passage to Subic Bay 
from Hong Kong with Robin and four crew, hit a 
typhoon and was never seen again. ‘The thing 
is when a boat like that broaches the lateral 
load on a bolt-on keel can cause it to fail,’
he added.

Ocean sailor refuses 
to go offshore in a 
production boat.

- Dick Beaumont
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Technical Review

There are many and various choices of 
downwind or beam-reaching sails but I 
wanted a specific flying sail for the fleet of 
Kraken Yachts and managed to develop the 
right profile thanks to our recent partnering 
with Quantum Sails in Turkey,
writes Dick Beaumont.

I had gone to meet Kann Is, the affable
and very knowledgeable owner of Quantum 
Turkey at his huge loft in Tuzla, just two 
km from our yard, to lay out my plan for 
the flying sail that would complement the 
perfect sail inventory of the
Kraken Solent rig.

I had a clear idea of the sail’s requirements:

1. To be hoisted and left hoisted during an 
entire voyage

2. To have the ability to be set and furled 
away by one crew

3. To furl completely without any sail cloth 
left proud

4. To have a function which is primarily a 
running sail, that will be set paired with 
the reaching genoa in butterfly mode 

5. To be able to be carried in anything from 
six to 20kts of wind

6. To be UV resistant
7. To also be used as a reaching sail when 

set on its own

I asked Kaan if this could be described as a 
Code 2 or maybe a Gennaker? He said: ‘We 
can call it what you like,’ – as I say Kaan, like 
most Turks on this coast is an affable fellow! 
– ‘but actually there isn’t any sail that fits 
this brief, but it’s a great idea and we can 
build it for you.’

The Code-K
was born!

Kaan’s reaction made me realise that the 
names given to contemporary flying sails 
seem to be made up as the stitching goes 
along! There is a multiplicity of types, but an 
even greater number of categories and so
I tried to identify the main catagories and
I decided I would try to define the main 
ones of interest to cruising sailors.

It wasn’t easy to come up with a definitive 
guide and there will be those who may 
not agree with my summary below, I have 
focused only on those sails suitable for short 
handed cruising.

Flying sails: 
The wings 
of cruising 
nirvana

CODE-KTHE

Flying Sails continued
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Flying Sails continued

Code-0 or 
Gennaker
Code Sails are flatter than asymmetric 
spinnakers or symmetric spinnakers.
They are either set or furled, they cannot
be partially furled. 

This is a free flying sail that is half way 
between a genoa and a cruising chute, both 
in shape and weight. It is an all purpose 
sail used for running reaching and going 
upwind in light airs, has a fixed tack ideally 
attached to a sprit to give it clean wind and 
has a single sheet attached to the clew.

Technical Review

Cruising 
Chute or 
Asymmetric 
SpinnakeR
A cruising chute is an asymmetric spinnaker. 
Racing purists have nuanced differences 
for many different cuts of an asymmetric 
spinnaker, but for cruising purposes they are 
one and the same thing. It is a light wind 
running sail made mostly from nylon, with 
a fixed tack, is ideally set on a sprit to keep 
it away from the genoa. It can be set and 
furled with a snuffer or a top down furling 
system. It has a single sheet attached to the 
clew and no UV protection.

Light wind downwind or reaching sail 
generally heavier than a cruising chute
but lighter than a genoa. It can only be fully 
set or fully furled.

Code-1
or A1
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Technical Review

Light wind downwind running sail heavier 
than a cruising chute lighter than a genoa. 
Can only be fully set or fully furled. 

Medium-heavy wind downwind or reaching 
sail. It is lighter than genoa cloth but 
generally of higher strength than regular 
dacron cloths. Can only be fully set or
fully furled.

Medium-heavy wind downwind running sail. 
Same as Code 3 in cloth specification. Can 
only be fully set or fully furled.

Code-2 Code-3 Code-4

CODE-K
THE

Uses a very high strength cloth, is between 
a Code 3 and Code 4 in shape and 
therefore sets well on a reach on its own 
with 90-140 deg of apparent wind and also 
works well paired with a genoa for a dead 
downwind run, as is often the case when 
sailing in the trade winds. It furls away 
completely as well as being UV proof and 
therefore can be left hoisted and furled. 
It can be set in anything from six to 20 kts 
of apparent wind.

Flying Sails continued
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Technical Review

The origin of the 
flying sails were 
the studding 
sails of old
Pronounced by the old shellbacks who set 
them as stuns’ls – carried on the square-
riggers of yesteryear as extra canvas in 
favourable downwind conditions to get the 
freights of tea back to the auction houses 
of Europe in hoped for record passages. 
They evolved, on naval ships, as great jibs 
known as fly-by-nights: the head set from 
the topmast and the clew and tack set from 
the upper yardarm.
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AN Anchoring Guide

Some of the best locations in the world are 
not accessible from marinas or harbours, 
but from anchorages, writes Dick Beaumont. 
There is however there an art to anchoring 
securely which has been overlooked in many 
quarters today thanks to the proliferation
of marina-hopping.

There are some excellent new anchor 
designs available today, Ultra, Delta, Rocna 
and Bruce anchors to name but a few. The 
Kraken 50 currently sports a 40kg Lewmar 
Delta anchor, although, being old school,
I have a Lewmar CQR on White Dragon.
A Delta 40kg is perhaps over the top and 
we could go 5 or 10kg lighter but one thing 
you don’t want is a dragging anchor at 2am 
in the morning. Why is it anchor dragging 
only happens between midnight and 4am?! 

The ANCHOR
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HOW-TO GUIDE
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NEXT: High wind anchoring

Chain and or anchor warp
We spec 100m of calibrated chain plus 40m 
of anchor warp spliced onto the end. In 
areas of the world with coral reef one often 
needs to anchor in 30m plus because the 
sea-bed can invariably slope up in depths 
from 40m-35m-30m then suddenly 2m as 
you approach the coral wall.

It’s important to note the rope anchor warp 
is to increase anchoring range only and care 
must be taken to ensure it doesn’t get close 
to the bottom, to avoid being chafed or 
severed on a coral head.

A short length of chain plus anchor warp is 
not at all acceptable for blue water cruising 
and in my view should be 60mts of chain 
at a minimum, even then your anchoring 
options will be greatly reduced.

When it comes to anchor and chain size 
its best to size up not down: light anchors 
and chain may stow away more easily but 
they will also drag more readily in a windy 
anchorage.

I have sailed on many yachts and often 
found that the anchor chain is unmarked, 
leaving the crew to guess how much cable 
has run out. It’s essential for the skipper 
to know how much rode he has let out 
otherwise how can he calculate the correct 
amount for the depth showing on his 
instruments?

Fluorescent paint will come off very quickly 
so it is best to use orange gloss or enamel 
paint, marking a link every 20m with 
multiple stripes. Between those marks an 
interim single mark of a different colour 
should be made every 10m.

If you have a good heavy anchor and chain, 
let out the cable enough to match three 
times the depth. This will suffice in all but 
high winds. I have sailed White Dragon 
from east to west across the world’s oceans, 
anchoring in many locations for the first 
time and yet I’ve never once dragged 
anchor. They’ve included vulnerable 
anchorages, the worst of which was in 
Cocos Keeling Island. All yachts were 
restricted to one anchorage which was 
protected from wave action by a reef, but 
which gave no protection from the Trade 
Wind which blew across the anchorage
at 25-3kts.
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High wind 
anchoring
If the wind gets up you can deploy a second 
bow anchor but the drawback with this is 
that the yacht will ‘sail’ between the anchors 
gradually pulling them together. (Fig 1)

As the yacht falls on the starboard 
tack, all of the load is now on the 
starboard anchor.

Now the yacht reaches it’s maximum swing 
to port and turns to go on a port tack, the 
preasure is now all on the port anchor.

Yacht 
Swing 
Track

WIND WIND

Yacht 
Swing 
Track

Slack Slack
TIGHT

TIGHT

A B

Anchor
Dragging

Anchor
Dragging FIG 1

high WINDs

high WINDs

A B

high WINDs

high WINDs

A B

A much better system is to put the anchors 
out in tandem with the lighter of the two 5m 
or so up the chain. The lighter anchor then 
holds the chain down and takes the shock 
and snatch off the main anchor (Fig 2)

When it comes to raising the anchor in 
strong winds it’s important to engage the 
windlass only when the chain is ahead. It 
may be necessary to gently motor into the 
wind or tide to take the pressure off the 
windlass. In windy condition a bow man 
must be in place, as trying to recover an 
anchor using the cockpit control will almost 
certainly result in damage to the bow roller 
and windlass.

If the yacht is veering this way and that 
around the anchor, then it is vital that once 
the anchor chain moves outside of 25 
degrees or so from directly ahead you stop 
recovering the anchor until it’s back ahead.

The load on the bow roller assembly has to 
be square on: once the chain is dragged 
to one side across to the bow roller cheeks 
you will soon damage both it and
the windlass.

If you have a bow thruster it’s simple to 
bring the chain in line, but if not, you simply 
have to wait until the yacht swings back in 
line. What you should avoid is carrying on 
cranking the anchor up regardless. (Fig 3)
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FIG 3

FIG 2

The wind and the waves on the yacht 
cause the chain to lift off the seabed.

The anchor at B holds the chain to the 
seabed between the two anchors.

50°
✓

When the chain enters 
the red zone, stop anchor 
recovering immediately
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Boxing the 
anchor
When world cruising, many of the 
anchorages available will not be familiar
to you and regretfully once you get off the 
beaten track many will be poorly charted
as well. 

To overcome this problem, I always ‘box 
the anchor’ at every first -time anchorage 
whether it is charted or not. (Fig 4)

First you select the intended anchoring spot 
making sure the bottom is flat and weed 
clear, most weed peters out between 15m 
and 20m, then you make a couple of circuits 
around the proposed anchoring location 
creating a circular anchoring zone. By doing 
so you have determined a hazard-free 
circumference, an area of certainty. (Fig 5)

Now drop the anchor, motor gently astern 
to set the anchor and straighten out the 
chain, rig the snubber (Fig 6) and turn in, 
secure in the knowledge your yacht isn’t 
going anywhere.

FIG 4

FIG 5

The snubber takes the load 
off the anchor windlass 
and redistributes it to the 
cleat or deck fitting

When it comes to 
fail safe anchoring 
I can’t recommend 
forward sonars 
highly enough. 
Look out for the 
full review in a 
forthcoming issue 
of Kraken News. 

FIG 6
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Building the hull & deck: Part 3

Kraken 50 v2 build

15

The application of the primer and sanding are 
completed on the deck plug and painting starts.

Multiple coats of paint are applied to the deck plug to ensure a smooth finish.

1

3

2

4

The deck plinths are added and the plug is 
almost ready to be varnished.

The 6.5 tonne lead ballast arrives after being cast locally. This lead ballast which is 
housed in the bulb of the ZERO Keel offers the yacht an optimal centre of gravity 
without compromising our ethos of a fully integral keel.
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A huge steel structure is craned into position and 
will be fixed to the bottom of the hull mould.

The structure is welded and fibre glassed onto the hull mould to provide a strong 
base for it to sit when removed from the male plug.

5 6

With the structure complete and the mould 
painted, it is ready to be removed from the plug 
one half at a time.

This huge operation was completed with three cranes and required delicate 
planning and precision during the process.

7

9

8

10

The mould half is carefully turned over and once 
in position, industrial strength wheels are added 
for ease of manoeuvring.

The mould half is wheeled into position and checked.
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The second half is craned off the plug. Both halves are wheeled into position and checked for imperfections. Both halves 
are ready to be connected and will be prepared with a release wax prior to 
commencement of lamination.

11 12



Kevin Dibley was just four-years-old when 
his mother, father, brother and sister 
swapped a tiled roof for a coach roof to 
live aboard a 40ft ferro-cement Bermudian 
cutter south of Vancouver Island, Canada. 
The yacht, Toroa, was built by his father 
as a sailing family home and was based 
at Gabriola where he worked as general 
manager for a shipyard and chandlery. 
This floating home sparked Kevin’s love of 
the sea and ships, he even caught a ferry 
to school each day. At the weekend and 
during the term holidays, he helped his 
father working in the shipyard and saved 
up to buy up old wooden boats, which they 
restored and sold. 

When the family moved to New Zealand, 
John, his elder brother became a sailmaker 
working for Tom Schnackenberg at North 
Sails. John went on to manage several 
America’s Cup and Volvo Ocean campaigns 
in the 1990s and 2000s. 

Kevin studied mechanical engineering at 
Canterbury University and later worked at 
Roger Land Boat Builders building Young 
88s and Young 11s - performance cruising-
racing yachts. In the evenings he also 
worked at North Sails cleaning the
loft floors. 

For the next two years he worked for 
Franklin Boatbuilders in Christchurch, 
building various Farr and Davidson one 

and two-tonners such as Indian Pacific, 
Bodacious and the Farr 44 Kiwi which was 
part of the winning 1987 New Zealand 
Admiral’s Cup Team. 

At the same time he started a 
correspondence course in Yacht Design 
with the Westlawn Institute of Marine 
Technology. 

This led to work with famed New Zealand 
racing helmsman, Graeme Woodroffe, 
running a marine power and equipment 
business where he made industry contacts 
in the design world. 

Kevin then became manager and designer 
at prestige builders Elliott Yachts. 
In 1995 he founded Dibley Yacht Design 
where his company portfolio includes 
cruising, racing and power boats of all 
types. 

His personal experiences cruising and 
racing, including the Sydney-Hobart have 
taken him all over the world. 

In 1998, between design commissions he 
assisted Prada (Italy) and America One 
(USA) on their weather analysis program for 
the 2000 America’s Cup out of NZ, working 
with Roger ‘Clouds’ Badham. That gave his 
team a good grounding in data collection 
and comparative studies.
 

Kraken Yachts’ 
naval architect

Kevin 
dibley

Meet the team
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Now based in Queenstown on the South 
Island of NZ where he handles all national 
and international clients and projects 
including Laurie Davidson’s complete 
design portfolio which go back to 1954. 
In 1995 he was accepted into the Naval 
Architectural Society of New Zealand and 
from 1997 – 1998 was the President while 
early discussions were made to merge with 
the Royal Institute of Naval Architects.  
In 1999 – 2004 he was in the Executive 
Committee for MAREX (the Marine Export 
Group of New Zealand). During that time, 
under the umbrella of MAREX he was on 
the committee for the inaugural 2000 
Millennium Cup Superyacht Regatta, 
then Chairman for the inaugural ‘2002 
Yacht Vision International Yacht Design 
Symposium’ as well as Chief Handicapper 
for the 2003 Millennium Cup
Superyacht Regatta. 

His recent awards include:

2017 Designer of the Year, China 
International Boatshow 
2017 Bluewater Cruising Design of the Year, 
Kraken 66.
2018 Kraken 50 nominated for the 
‘Bluewater Cruising Yacht of the 
Year’ in British Yachting Awards 
2019 Kraken 50 nominated for the 
‘Bluewater Cruising Yacht of the 
Year’ in British Yachting Awards.



Trystan Grace takes the 
short-cut that Julius 
Caesar, Caligula and Nero all 
dreamed about. The dream 
only became a reality in 
1893 when the canal was 
finally completed.

was open 24 hours a day, the canal was 
closed for routine maintenance on this 
Tuesday during the daylight hours. Damn, 
that scuppered our time and voyage plan. 
With our options limited until dusk when the 
canal would open again, we anchored and 
went ashore to the small town of Corinth, an 
ancient commercial hub resting next to the 
canal. We used the opportunity to stretch 
our legs and head to the nearest market to 
stock up on fresh produce. 

Back onboard, we finally received 
permission to enter the canal, joining the 
queue of other sailing yachts waiting. 
I launched my drone and experienced 
one of the most memorable flights, the 
aerial vantage point affording a unique 
perspective of the scar the canal cuts 
through the land. Marine aerial photography 
has many considerations and risks, the most 
obvious being losing the drone to a watery 
grave. Good planning and knowing the 
limits of the drone, and your own skills, have 
helped me use this great tool to success in 
some challenging conditions, Corinth was 
no exception. 

Having spent almost all of my sailing time 
in Asia, my experience of sailing in the 
Mediterranean was woefully limited so 
when the opportunity arose to sail with 
Dick Beaumont aboard the flagship Kraken 
66, White Dragon, from Corfu to Istanbul, 
I grabbed my camera equipment and took 
the next flight to Corfu. 

Sailing the opposite route from Bodrum in 
the summer and wishing to have more time 
to explore new places, we decided to sail 
non-stop down past the island of Paxos,into 
the Gulf of Corinth then the Corinth Canal. 
I awoke in the early hours to start my watch 
as we approached the canal. I love the 
silence of the ‘graveyard’ watch, but this 
one was extra special, sipping my coffee as 
the first rays of light crept over the Hellenic 
mountains. We arrived just after sunrise and 
called up on the radio to enter the canal 
only to be told that, although normally it 
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Sailing the Aegean
Corinth, Cabernet and Castles

Travel & Discovery

The ancient Corinth Canal is a four -mile 
long, high sided, narrow channel, which was 
first dug by hand by 6000 slaves! It links 
the Gulf of Corinth to the Saronic Gulf in 
the Aegean Sea. The ambition to create a 
short cut that saved more than 200 miles by 
eliminating the need to travel around the 
Plopennese penisular, dates as far back as 
the first century AD. Multiple attempts were 
made until finally, in 1882, construction was 
inaugurated in the presence of King 
George 1 of Greece.



The canal had a turbulent inception and 
suffered engineering issues due to the 
height of the walls, the seismic area to 
which it calls home and the strong winds 
and tides which flow through it. During 
World War II, the British attempted to hold 
the canal and bridge because of its tactical 
advantages, however, on the 26th of April 
1941, they were forced to blow the bridge 
after German parachutists and glider troops 
attempted to capture it.

These days, modern commercial traffic 
is limited since it is just over 20mts wide 
(70 feet) across at its narrowest point, but 
yachts and tourist boats are frequent users 
and I would recommend sailing through it 
for it’s fascinating place in history and the 
unique experience it offers.

As the canal was swallowed by the shadows 
of dusk behind us, we set sail to cross the 
Aegean Sea. We decided to clear out of 
Greece on the island of Lesbos, about 8 
miles off the Turkish coast. We stopped 
for a night in a beautiful fjord in the south 
of the island but set off the next day for 
the main port of Mitilini for the customs 
formalities. During this part of the trip we 
began to see debris floating in the water 
and we motored closer to check out what 
it was . To our horror we realised it was a 
slashed boats and lifejackets that had been 
abandoned and left by refugees trying to 
cross into Europe.
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Continued on 
next page...

Unfortunately Mitilini was far removed from 
the secluded anchorages we were used to 
and we found ourselves moored against 
a busy pedestrian sea wall close to bars 
and a road. When we went for dinner we 

confiscated outboards

Our extra crew getting 
dressed for his watch

Arriving in Mitilini, witnessing the various 
European naval vessels which were using 
the port as a base port for refugee support 
operations and after talking to the locals, 
the shear scale of the refugee crisis sunk 
in. We were told that over 150 people a 
day were arriving on makeshift boats from 
the Turkish mainland into Lesbos alone and 
that the wreckage we had seen had most 
likely been pushed back into the water and 
slashed after landing. It is a situation that 
I now have a new appreciation for. It is so 
easy to turn a blind eye to news reports. 

made a dummy on the saloon sofa to look 
like a crew member had stayed onboard. 
Needless to say we got our paperwork 
in order and hastily departed the next 
morning.

Sailing up towards the Dardanelles Strait, 
the small island of Bozcaada conveniently 
fell in our path. I had heard of this island 
before from some Turkish friends and we 
were told we should definitely not miss 
its charms, which includes some fabulous 
wines. This tiny little jewel of an island is 
home to the very best of Turkish, or even 
European, wines and its sleepy streets 
remind one of the how the Mediterranean 
was 30 years or more ago. The relatively 
consistent climate and landscape provides 
excellent conditions for vines. The region 
has been famous for producing wines for 
almost 8,000 years! We were told that 
almost all the inhabitants of Bozcaada
either own a vineyard or are involved
in wine production. 

Travel & Discovery
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We moored stern-to at the foot of a well-
preserved 15th century Ottoman castle 
which overlooks the small harbour. The 
beautiful narrow cobbled streets and 
friendly locals definitely highlight the slow 
pace of living that is found throughout many 
of the Aegean islands. Although out of 
season, we found an excellent local seafood 
restaurant where the friendly owner talked 
with us about our travels whilst we feasted 
on Turkish meze and excellent local wine. 
We bid them farewell and returned to White 
Dragon to prepare for our final leg up the 
Dardanelles Strait.

It has been fascinating exploring the Eastern 
Mediterranean and enjoyable to recount our 
travels and recommendations for others. I 
truly believe this part of the Mediterranean 
still holds the classic charm and character 
one hopes to find sailing this part of the 
world. The Turkish coastline especially has 
surprised me with its beauty, history and 
culture. For the cruising sailor who loves to 
explore the less populated, quieter villages 
and anchorages, or is starting out on their 
cruising adventures, look no further than 
this beautiful region. 
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